Fundamentals Surveys

1. Directions: Please indicate the degree of frequency with which you observe our behaviors to be consistent
with each statement. For some statements, you may not have seen enough to form an opinion. In this case,
please simply answer "Don't know."
Never

Seldom

Sometimes

Usually

Almost always

Don’t Know

Fundamental #1:
Do what's best for the customer.

Our team members act in a way that puts the best interest of the customer ﬁrst.

Fundamental #2:
Do the right thing, always.

Our team members act with integrity and demonstrate a commitment to doing the right thing in every action they take
and in every decision they make.

Fundamental #3:
Make quality personal.
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Our team members demonstrate an intense focus on the quality of everything they touch.
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Annual surveys help to measure how well you’re doing in practicing
your Fundamentals, and to track your improvement over time.
We write, administer, and report on the surveys, and even help you to
benchmark yourself against high-performing cultures in other client
organizations.
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Fundamentals Surveys

Survey sent:
May 21, 2016
Survey complete: June 5, 2016
The overall scores reflect that your staff usually or almost always act in a way
that’s consistent with your Fundamentals. While there’s always room for
improvement, the scores are very high, especially considering it’s a baseline
taken pretty early in your work on the
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Way. Some observations:

•

On a 5-point scale, the weighted average overall score was 4.62.

•

The scores from customers (4.79) were significantly higher than those

•
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Only 3 scores were 4.5 or above. There were 9 scores below 4.0, with
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Methodology

from employees (4.14). These are extremely high customer scores.

•

most of the issues centering on communication:

get clear on

• Almost always
expectations, blameless problem-solving,
• Usually checking the ego, leading by
• Sometimes
• Seldom, or
The high customer scores are fantastic.
The lower scores from
• Never
employees as well as some of the employee comments indicate a needThe XYZ Fundamentals Survey

example, etc.
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Net Promoter
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management.
Net Promoter Score (NPS) is a well-established measure of loyalty. It’s based on asking
The Net Promoter Scores are
a high
Thesolid,
sameindicating
survey was
sent degree
to eachofof loyalty,
3 different constituencies, with the results
respondents, on a scale of 1-10, how likely they’d be to recommend your company to
particularly among the customers.
tabulated separately for each. This gave us a more complete overall view of your
friends and family. Those who rate you as a 9 or 10 are called promoters because they’re
performance. The groups were:
highly likely to be promoting your brand. Those who rate you as a 7 or 8 are called
passives because, while reasonably satisfied, they’re vulnerable to switching to other
• Customers
companies without much thought. And those who rate you between 1 and 6 are called
• Employees
detractors because their dissatisfaction can easily erode your brand.
• Vendors/suppliers

•
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To calculate the NPS, we simply take the percentage of people who are detractors and
We also asked a Net Promoter Score
(NPS) itquestion
to percentage
determine the
degree
to
subtract
from the
who
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The difference is called the Net
which respondents would recommend
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to NPS.
family and friends.
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Score, or

1. Directions: Please indicate the degree of frequency with which you observe our behaviors to be consistent
with each statement. For some statements, you may not have seen enough to form an opinion. In this case,
please simply answer "Don't know."
Never

Seldom

Sometimes

Usually

Almost always

Lastly, we provided respondents Your
with overall
an opportunity
unstructured
NPS is 59, to
andgive
the score
for customers is 65. This is a strong score, and
comments or feedback of any type. it correlates closely to your overall strong performance on your Fundamentals.
Continued practice of the The XYZ Way and its Fundamentals should enable this
The survey was done anonymously,
though
weeven
did higher.
give people the chance to
score
to rise
provide their name and contact information if they wanted someone from your
company to reach out to them to discuss their answers in more detail.
Net Promoter Score: Customers

Don’t Know

Fundamental #1:
Do what's best for the customer.

Our team members act in a way that puts the best interest of the customer ﬁrst.

Senior Leadership Workshop

Fundamental #2:
Do the right thing, always.

Our team members act with integrity and demonstrate a commitment to doing the right thing in every action they take
and in every decision they make.

Fundamental #3:
Make quality personal.

Our team members demonstrate an intense focus on the quality of everything they touch.
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Net Promoter Score: Employees

Fundamental

Customers

15
Employees

Weighted Ave

30

Keep things fun.

4.79

4.02

4.59

5

Do it right the first time.

4.73

4.19

4.59

6

Number

25

Be a fanatic about response time.

4.69

11

Work smart.

4.82

29

Follow-up everything.

4.74

15

Listen generously.

4.80

3.91

24

Lead by example.

4.82

3.83

4.56

20

Continuously seek improvement.

4.75

4.02

4.56

17

Check your ego at the door.

4.83

3.79

4.56

19

Celebrate success.

13

Practice blameless problem-solving.

4.76

3.79

4.51

21

Get clear on expectations.

4.80

3.53

4.47

4.79

4.79

4.14

4.62

Respondents

131

46

177

Number Sent

1031

74

1105

Response %

13%

62%

16%

Average
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